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What others have said about Wanda’s music and ministry 
 
Wanda Viola's music is tender and deep. It is an understatement to say she tapped into the 

deepest parts of her soul to compose honest, transparent and healing lyrics. If you're ready to 

find your own healing from childhood traumas, Wanda's songs will guide you there. They 

communicate the innocence of a child seeking after the Father...the posture where healing 

begins. —Rachel Laughton 

~~~~~~ 

At the 2007 Mt. Hermon Christian Writer's Conference I was part of a late night 

poet/songwriter's group after one of the main sessions. We had gotten together to 

share our writing with each other. As Wanda played her song I immediately had a 

clear picture in the Spirit of an innocent little girl sitting in the lap of her heavenly 

Father and being totally accepted and loved. I did not know any of Wanda's history, 

but the song spoke to me of trust, purity, innocence and love between a father and 

daughter. Very beautiful!            Patrick Craig, Harp & Bowl Ministries 

~~~~~~ 

Hi Wanda, Your CD arrived yesterday.  I listened to some of it on the way to 

work and will continue to listen on my drive home. Love you. Love your 

music.  It sounds very clear, great articulation, I like the level of reverb and 

like your accompaniment very much.  The words, of course, make me cry, but I 

am also very comforted and uplifted by them.  The way you start out stating 

your hurt, betrayal, pain....then turn it to Jesus....is so beautiful.  I believe God 

will use these songs to heal many "little girls and boys".  Love you.  Barb 

~~~~~~ 

Wanda – I LOVE the CD – and your words written on the back.  It is a wonderful CD to listen to 

when I am alone & can think – about the past, the present & God’s love throughout. The CD 

brings me peace & I want to thank you for it.     Lorrie 

~~~~~~ 

"Wanda is a true healer that heals first and foremost through her love and attention to 
people in need. She helped my family at a time when many doctors were either too 
busy or too empty to take care of us. She applied her curiosity and care to a problem 
and made a real difference in the quality of our lives. We are very grateful to 
her.  Wanda works from the spirit but attunes to forms of mental and physical ailments 
and respects a holistic approach to healing - she will sing, make green smoothies, and 
cut flowers from her garden if it serves a purpose! Go to her when you feel stuck and 
uncared for, go to her when you feel you need someone to listen, and go to her if you 
are curious about spiritual health and guidance."   Rita 

 

~~~~~~ 
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~~~~~~ 

This wonderful CD comes from the heart of a woman who has known the healing love of Jesus 

as few others have. This music can spiritually comfort and uplift in a powerful way. I sense a 

strong anointing of the Holy Spirit on Wanda's music. She expresses so beautifully how God 

can take the hurt and betrayal in a person's heart and bring healing and restoration as no other 

can. My prayer is that God will use these songs to pour out "His Healing Love" on the many 

children and adults who have suffered abuse from adults they trusted to love and care for them. 

Only Jesus has known such suffering and only He can understand and touch these little broken 

hearts. —Barbara Moore 

~~~~~~ 

I have been looking back over this five year journey and seeing how God led me to so many 

different people, educational resources and training programs, and healing ministries - and 

wove them all together to bring me to wholeness.    

Your music, testimony, and personal encouragement have been such important blessings to 

me. Your music provided critical attunement as I was recovering my repressed memories of 

abuse and often felt emotionally overwhelmed and alone.   

I remember days playing your songs over and over again, giving me words to the unspeakable 

and reminding me of Jesus' presence and understanding of what I was experiencing.   

I'm sure you have heard this before, but often it was like you were putting words to what I 
was feeling in my heart and singing them to the Lord for me.  Thank you for "being there" for 
me.  Knowing how much I needed people there for me, calls me to share my healing and be 
there for others.  Mary Anne Quinn 

 

~~~~~~ 
 
Your heart is so precious.  Thank you for your beautiful and deeply touching poetry.  
You have a very special healing heart you extend through your poems similar to mine. I 
believe the greatest poems and songs come from a heart that has truly experienced 
pain, sorrow and great difficulties in their lives because they know and understand and 
connect at a different level of God's abiding love and great grace.  Bless your hands that 
they may write what God has written upon your heart for others.  You are a miracle, 
blessing and gift.                   Love, your Friend and Sister in Christ, Stephanie 
 

~~~~~~ 
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Hi Wanda! Thank you for sharing openly your healing ways with us. It is very 
encouraging to see beautiful enlightening results of God's willingness to heal the most 
complicated dark spots in our lives. I still don't grasp how you can survive after 
that huge trauma.... Love and admire you!  

God bless you and your husband,  Lora 
 

~~~~~~ 

Your CD's are far beyond anything I expected because they are so personal & minister 
to hurts telling of the Fathers great love for us! 
 
Some of the really touching songs get right to the nitty gritty of the problem & then they 
offer the solution which is awesome. Other songs express the unconditional love of the 
Father for the hurting child. Many people need to know that love. 
 
Your most devoted fan, B— 

~~~~~~ 

I am so happy to see your project coming to fruition!!! A few days ago, I found myself singing a 

lovely tune and couldn't place it immediately. Then, I realized it was your song. It was such a 

blessing to know that the healing touch of your music is in my heart. My little child is very 

grateful to you. God bless those who seek peace through your music. —Wanda B. 

~~~~~~ 

Thank you Wanda.  Your heart is so precious.  Thank you for your beautiful and deeply 
touching poetry.  You have a very special healing heart you extend through your poems 
similar to mine. I believe the greatest poems and songs come from a heart that has truly 
experienced pain, sorrow and great difficulties in their lives because they know and 
understand and connect at a different level of God's abiding love and great grace.  
Bless your hands that they may write what God has written upon your heart for others.  
You are a miracle, blessing and gift.  
  
You are one of the most beautiful singers I have listened to.  Your heart is tender and 
caring for other survivors.  There have been times I have sat listening and weeping 
because it was so precious.  Thank you for your tender heart Wanda.  Always be tender 
and vessel in which the Lord does use. Love, your Friend and Sister in Christ, B-- 
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Amazon Reviews 
 
 
CD#1 Jesus hears your cry: 
 
These lovely comments are from Amazon at: 
https://www.amazon.com/Healing-Love-Jesus-Hears-
Your/dp/B001UDY1ZG/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=Jesus+hears+your+cry+wanda+viola&qid=1587989158&sr=8-2 

 

 
Joy Sanders 
 
5.0 out of 5 stars Worship and be restored 
Reviewed in the United States on May 18, 2014 
Wanda shares the cry of her heart expressing the pain she has faced through abuse in a tender way. She 
doesn't leave the hearer to dwell on the pain, but leads them to One who loves them truly and can provide 
comfort. This is only the first of 6 CD's and each one progresses through the healing process. The 6th CD 
has a compilation of songs from all the others. It is my favorite. Recommended for those who have been 
abused, and for those seeking to understand and minister to them. 
  

 
Barbara N. Moore 
 
5.0 out of 5 stars His Healing Love Touches Hurting Hearts 
Reviewed in the United States on January 29, 2010 
His Healing Love, Jesus Hears Your Cry is an anointed collection of music that touches hearts that are 
hurting from disappointment, confusion, and abusive circumstances. Wanda Viola is a gifted singer and 
song writer who brings a genuineness to her music that is quickly recognized by the listener. This CD can 
truly minister to those who need the healing love of the Lord. 

 

 
Monty Meyer 
 
5.0 out of 5 stars A CD with the Passion of God 
Reviewed in the United States on March 29, 2010 
His healing love is a CD with the passion of God running through it. 
the world is filled with hurting people today and this CD is a fine contribution to healing that pain we all 
experience in a world filled with confusion and unrest. 
We at [...] and KHLT recovery broadcasting are proud to broadcast many of the songs on this CD. 
Thank you Wanda for a job well done! 

 

 
Mimi Moseley 
 
5.0 out of 5 stars Divine Peace 
Reviewed in the United States on January 30, 2010 
What a peaceful inducing work this CD has been to me. I appreciate the Divine Peace which inspired this 
beautiful music. 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Healing-Love-Jesus-Hears-Your/dp/B001UDY1ZG/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=Jesus+hears+your+cry+wanda+viola&qid=1587989158&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Healing-Love-Jesus-Hears-Your/dp/B001UDY1ZG/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=Jesus+hears+your+cry+wanda+viola&qid=1587989158&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AHXQXBPHYW3E6VA2HOFN3XACXPVQ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AHXQXBPHYW3E6VA2HOFN3XACXPVQ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AHXQXBPHYW3E6VA2HOFN3XACXPVQ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AHXQXBPHYW3E6VA2HOFN3XACXPVQ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R2AOFIV0NIW0L2/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B001UDY1ZG
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R2AOFIV0NIW0L2/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B001UDY1ZG
https://www.amazon.com/ap/signin?openid.return_to=%2FHealing-Love-Jesus-Hears-Your%2Fdp%2FB001UDY1ZG&openid.identity=http%3A%2F%2Fspecs.openid.net%2Fauth%2F2.0%2Fidentifier_select&openid.claimed_id=http%3A%2F%2Fspecs.openid.net%2Fauth%2F2.0%2Fidentifier_select&openid.assoc_handle=usflex&openid.mode=checkid_setup&openid.ns=http%3A%2F%2Fspecs.openid.net%2Fauth%2F2.0
https://www.amazon.com/ap/signin?openid.return_to=%2FHealing-Love-Jesus-Hears-Your%2Fdp%2FB001UDY1ZG&openid.identity=http%3A%2F%2Fspecs.openid.net%2Fauth%2F2.0%2Fidentifier_select&openid.claimed_id=http%3A%2F%2Fspecs.openid.net%2Fauth%2F2.0%2Fidentifier_select&openid.assoc_handle=usflex&openid.mode=checkid_setup&openid.ns=http%3A%2F%2Fspecs.openid.net%2Fauth%2F2.0
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AENGCVFGRRWODJMFZLRT2KXC53JQ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AENGCVFGRRWODJMFZLRT2KXC53JQ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AENGCVFGRRWODJMFZLRT2KXC53JQ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AENGCVFGRRWODJMFZLRT2KXC53JQ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R2MQQDSPEOM3WU/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B001UDY1ZG
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R2MQQDSPEOM3WU/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B001UDY1ZG
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AFV74K74XXRCU5AQ4JY7RC2JRY5A/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AFV74K74XXRCU5AQ4JY7RC2JRY5A/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AFV74K74XXRCU5AQ4JY7RC2JRY5A/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AFV74K74XXRCU5AQ4JY7RC2JRY5A/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R2XL0X8HC6IC3D/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B001UDY1ZG
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R2XL0X8HC6IC3D/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B001UDY1ZG
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AHIRU24UO3ZPERCO5WJDZHIQ2VIA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AHIRU24UO3ZPERCO5WJDZHIQ2VIA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AHIRU24UO3ZPERCO5WJDZHIQ2VIA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AHIRU24UO3ZPERCO5WJDZHIQ2VIA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R2VT07NLH9S9/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B001UDY1ZG
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R2VT07NLH9S9/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B001UDY1ZG
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AF34YHBQOQQGPRLBPR4JKEI2NFOA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AHXQXBPHYW3E6VA2HOFN3XACXPVQ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AENGCVFGRRWODJMFZLRT2KXC53JQ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AFV74K74XXRCU5AQ4JY7RC2JRY5A/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AHIRU24UO3ZPERCO5WJDZHIQ2VIA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
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Tom Hawkins 
 
5.0 out of 5 stars Thoughtful easy to listen to 
Reviewed in the United States on January 29, 2010 
His Healing love is not for the superficial. It is a thoughtful, heartfelt, expression from Wanda whose 
creativity has been forged out of her own life experience. Her music is easy to listen to with a purposeful 
and sensitive focus on touching the deeper parts of the soul and spirit. Highly recommended. 

 

 
Dr. George, Child Psychiatrist 
 
5.0 out of 5 stars Real love for abused children 
Reviewed in the United States on September 15, 2010 
This CD is amazing in that it pulls this most difficult subject out and actually 
detoxifies it for children who have been abused. I know of no other work that faces this so well and 
directly. Wanda, thank you for the children!! 

 

CD#2 Learning to Trust 
https://www.amazon.com/His-Healing-Love-Learning-
trust/dp/B005WGUJO4/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Learning+to+trust+wanda+viola&qid=1587989855&s=music&sr=8-1 

 

 
Mark W. Morris 
 
5.0 out of 5 stars Ideal for foster and adopted children 
Reviewed in the United States on September 19, 2010 
I teach a special Sunday School class for children ages 6 to 12 who have been adopted from tragic 
beginnings. It is very difficult for children who have been abused, neglected, or abandoned to trust a new 
mother. And it is nearly impossible for them to trust God, whom they cannot see. After teaching the Bible 
story, I have used Wanda's CD "Learning to Trust" as background music as the children draw or paint. It 
is amazing to see children who are often noncompliant become quiet as they listen and are soothed. 

 

 
Dr. George, Child Psychiatrist 
 
5.0 out of 5 stars Hope and Healing for Children who hurt 
Reviewed in the United States on September 15, 2010 
This CD is full of hope and nurture, particularly for the child who is scared and feeling alone. Thank you, 
Wanda, for the encouragement you give children! 

 

CD#3 Breaking the chains 
By The Rev'd. Dr. John Roddam 
I love Wanda Viola's voice. It is clear and soothes the whole person. This CD 

contains songs that speak of the goodness and love of God. They contain a 
message of healing and grace that flows over the listener.  (Amazon reviews May 
2013) 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AF34YHBQOQQGPRLBPR4JKEI2NFOA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AF34YHBQOQQGPRLBPR4JKEI2NFOA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R1PAN8D71AY8NS/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B001UDY1ZG
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R1PAN8D71AY8NS/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B001UDY1ZG
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AE3VU2M3Z2IDUZFWUGAODVP5G7BA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AE3VU2M3Z2IDUZFWUGAODVP5G7BA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AE3VU2M3Z2IDUZFWUGAODVP5G7BA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AE3VU2M3Z2IDUZFWUGAODVP5G7BA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R1D5K8KFNSILES/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B001UDY1ZG
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R1D5K8KFNSILES/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B001UDY1ZG
https://www.amazon.com/His-Healing-Love-Learning-trust/dp/B005WGUJO4/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Learning+to+trust+wanda+viola&qid=1587989855&s=music&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/His-Healing-Love-Learning-trust/dp/B005WGUJO4/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Learning+to+trust+wanda+viola&qid=1587989855&s=music&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AGQDIC5UYYESMV6KDEFWVMK23TSQ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AGQDIC5UYYESMV6KDEFWVMK23TSQ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AGQDIC5UYYESMV6KDEFWVMK23TSQ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AGQDIC5UYYESMV6KDEFWVMK23TSQ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/RNP2YQ7M9YQTZ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B005WGUJO4
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/RNP2YQ7M9YQTZ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B005WGUJO4
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AE3VU2M3Z2IDUZFWUGAODVP5G7BA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AE3VU2M3Z2IDUZFWUGAODVP5G7BA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AE3VU2M3Z2IDUZFWUGAODVP5G7BA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AE3VU2M3Z2IDUZFWUGAODVP5G7BA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R2CKWAXMNCXYV/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B005WGUJO4
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R2CKWAXMNCXYV/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B005WGUJO4
http://www.amazon.com/gp/pdp/profile/ABA9S903RYD3T/ref=cm_cr_rdp_pdp
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AF34YHBQOQQGPRLBPR4JKEI2NFOA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AE3VU2M3Z2IDUZFWUGAODVP5G7BA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AGQDIC5UYYESMV6KDEFWVMK23TSQ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AE3VU2M3Z2IDUZFWUGAODVP5G7BA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8

